
 
  Chemistry, Grant MacEwan University 

  10700 - 104th Avenue 
  Edmonton AB    T5J 4S2 

  12 July 2011 

 
Investigative committee 

Re: response to Dr. Higgins’ plagiarism allegation 

 
To address Dr. Higgins allegation, I start by noting that, within chemistry, common concepts are 
presented in nearly all textbooks. For some concepts, few real-world chemical systems exist and 
these systems are repeated in nearly all textbooks. General Chemistry by Petrucci, et al. and 

 by myself are no exception to this.  
In a previous response to these allegations, I informed Dr. Higgins that I occasionally use the 
concept and sometimes the data from Petrucci when developing questions in  

 but I rewrite the question. This was done primarily for two reasons: � because the 
concepts are common amongst textbooks and � to maintain the same level of rigor between 
students using  and students using Petrucci. It is not a coincidence that the 
questions identified by Dr. Higgins are questions assigned at MacEwan to CHEM 101/102 and 
CHME 103/5 students.  
Dr. Higgins allegation amounts to 7 of 500 questions.  
Dr. Higgins’ allegation focuses on two aspects of chemistry: introductory material and chemical 
equilibria, which equates to two chapters in most textbooks. In preparing this response, 18 first-
year textbooks were reviewed. (These textbooks are listed in Appendix A.) Because of the 
limited time available to respond, only two chapters from these textbooks were reviewed: 
Chapter 1 and the equilibria chapter. 
 

Text Box
Higgins' originally submitted only 7 of the 22 questions identified by Pearson Education. Of course, he selected the 7 most similar.
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Legal considerations 
Adapting from the Merriam-Webster dictionary, plagiarism is defined as 

plagiarism  1. the passing off of the ideas or words of another as one’s own work 
   2. to use another’s work without crediting the source 

 
The Wikipedia entry on common knowledge states,  

common knowledge is knowledge that is known by everyone or nearly everyone, usually 
with reference to the community in which the term is used. … Often, common knowledge 
doesn’t need to be cited. 

 
The Feist v. Rural US Supreme Court ruling, 499 U.S. 340 (1991), established that data is not 
protected by copyright. This case centered around the information in a telephone book, but is 
generally applicable to all facts, discoveries, and processes. From the Wikipedia entry on Feist v. 
Rural, 

For example, a recipe is a process, and not copyrightable, but the words used to 
describe it are…. Therefore, you can rewrite a recipe in your own words and publish 
it without infringing copyrights. [Even if] you rewrote every recipe from a particular 
cookbook, … the West decisions below suggest that it is unlikely [that you have 
infringed the original author’s copyright] unless there is some significant creativity 
carried over from the original presentation. 
 ⁞ 
In Canada, the appeal-level case of Tele-Direct (Publications) Inc. v. American 
Business Information Inc. (1997) 76 C.P.R. (3d) 296 (F.C.A.) reached a similar result 
to that of Feist. 

 
With the above knowledge, apparent defences to a plagiarism allegation include showing that one 
or more of the following are true 

• the ideas or words are not original to the source 
• the knowledge is common knowledge 
• the presentation is not uniquely creative to the source 

In addition, it is important to remember that data, facts, and processes are not copyrightable and 
to consider the practices within the chemistry textbook community as a whole. 
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Crediting the source 

 like most chemistry textbooks, strives to explore real-world applications of 
chemistry and strives for accuracy in all examples. A survey of the end-of-chapter questions in 
first-year chemistry textbooks uncovers dozens of real-world applications. It should be apparent 
that the ideas for these real-world questions are not original to the textbook authors. Furthermore, 
the reviewed textbooks do not credit the source of the information for questions (real-world 
application or otherwise) presented in the respective textbook. 
The selection below illustrates a few real-world questions in the reviewed textbooks. 
 
(Chang) 

 
 
(Gilbert) 

 
 
(Kotz) 

 

(Silberberg) 

 
 
(Tro) 

 
 
(Zumdahl) 
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Originality of ideas 
It is not surprising that most of the questions identified by Dr. Higgins come from the equilibria 
chapter. There are a limited number of real gas-phase chemical equilibria. To make textbooks 
relevant, applicable, and true, these real examples are repeatedly used in many chemistry 
textbooks. Furthermore, seeing as the examples are real, there are established values for each 
system (equilibrium constants in most examples herein).  

H2(g) + I2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 HI(g)  2 NO(g) + Cl2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 NOCl(g) 

H2(g) + Br2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 HBr(g)  PCl5(g) ��⇀↽��  PCl3(g) + Cl2(g) 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 SO3(g)  CO(g) + Cl2(g) ��⇀↽��  COCl2(g) 

N2(g) + O2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 NO(g)  N2(g) + 3 H2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 NH3(g) 

NO2(g) + O2(g) ��⇀↽��  2 NO2(g)  C(s) + H2O(g) ��⇀↽��  CO(g) + H2(g) 

2 NO2(g) ��⇀↽��  N2O4(g)  CO(g) + H2O(g) ��⇀↽��  CO2(g) + H2(g) 

Additionally, since first-year chemistry textbooks teach the same principles and concepts, these 
equilibria are used in similar manners in textbooks. 

Common knowledge 
When an experienced chemist is able to apply their existing knowledge of chemistry to 
understand another chemical process, common knowledge exists. Common knowledge largely 
explains why first-year textbooks do not cite the original source for the plethora of diverse real-
world applications in the texts. Higher level textbooks cite increasing number of sources because 
the knowledge being presented is less and less common.  
For textbook authors, the concept of common knowledge allows them to adapt ideas, concepts, 
and data from other resources (including other textbooks) into their textbook and not credit the 
source.  is different from most other first-year textbooks: I have cited 
sources when collecting data from what I believe to be original sources. Search the pdf for 
‘Source:’ (with the colon) to find these citations. 
The examples below illustrate some similar questions in multiple textbooks. Recall that Petrucci 
is the textbook Dr. Higgins alleges I plagiarized from.  
Again, no textbook cites the source of the information. 
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(Chang) 

 
(Kotz) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
(Petrucci) 

 
 

——————————————————————————— 
 
(Chang) 

 

(Kotz) 

 
 

——————————————————————————— 
 
(Gilbert) 

 

 

(Zumdahl) 
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(Kotz) 

 

(Petrucci) 

 
——————————————————————————— 

 
(Tro) 

 

(Petrucci) 
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(Gilbert) 

 

(Petrucci) 

 

 
——————————————————————————— 

 
(McQuarrie) 

 

(Petrucci) 

 

——————————————————————————— 
 
(McQuarrie) 

 

(Petrucci) 

 
——————————————————————————— 

 
(McQuarrie) 

 

(Petrucci) 

 

 
Focussing on the last three questions. Recall that I only reviewed two chapters in each textbook. 
The McQuarrie text happened to put atomic isotope questions in Chapter 1. I immediately 
recognized some of these as questions in Petrucci. The above three questions are very similar — 
as similar as the questions Dr. Higgins is alleging I plagiarized. I am exceedingly confident that 
a thorough review of more chapters would uncover additional similar questions. 
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Noncopyrightable information 

Chemical equations are not copyrightable. 
Numerical data is not copyrightable. 

Referring to the Feist v. Rural discussion on page 2, “you can rewrite a recipe in your own words 
and publish it without infringing copyrights.” Pertaining to the discussion herein, it is not a 
copyright violation — not plagiarism — if numerical data from one question is used in another. 
(Just like taking the quantities from one recipe book and using them in another book.)  
Furthermore, selecting experimental conditions (temperature, pressure, volume, etc.) for a 
chemical system fixes properties of the chemical system (equilibrium constant, concentration, 
partial pressure, etc.). 

Creative presentation 
Dictionary.com defines creative as,  

creative  1. characterized by originality of thought; having or showing imagination 
   2. resulting from originality of thought, expression, etc.: creative writing 

Creativity, in terms of original and imaginative expression, gives the reader the opportunity to 
have varying interpretations. This is not the goal when writing textbook questions. 
I strive for my writing to be as clear and concise as possible. This goal is shared by most textbook 
authors. In the words of William Strunk, author of The Elements of Style, “Omit needless words!” 
Different from most science textbook authors, I also strive to write in the active voice so that the 
material is more engaging.  
A review of the questions shows that, with the exception of some of the real-world examples with 
explanatory sections, all questions tend to be short, clear, and concise. (Consider the last three 
questions on page 7 of this response.) My rewording of the questions strives to improve clarity, 
shorten sentences, and I shift the language to the active voice. For example, instead of asking, 
“What is the…”, I typically ask, “Determine the…”. 

Review of questions 
Each question identified by Dr. Higgins is individually reviewed in Appendix B. For each 
question, examples from the reviewed first-year textbooks are presented to show that 

• the concepts are not original to Petrucci 
• the concepts are common in textbooks 
• the knowledge is common knowledge 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the question presentation is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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Summary 
Dr. Higgins identified seven questions out of 500 that he labels plagiarism.  
A survey of two chapters from 18 textbooks shows that, 

• the concepts are not original to Petrucci 
• the concepts are common in textbooks 
• the knowledge is common knowledge  
• no textbook cites the original source of information 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the question presentation is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 

A chance discovery found three questions in McQuarrie that are very similar to questions in 
Petrucci — as similar as the questions Dr. Higgins is alleging I plagiarized. These three questions 
in one chapter amount to 3 % of the questions in that chapter! A more thorough review of these 
textbooks will identify additional similar questions. This discovery illustrates that textbook 
authors adapt questions from one textbook to another.  

Additional information 
This is the second time I face these plagiarism allegations. The first time, Dr. Higgins brought 
forward these allegations in an extrajudicial process — his ‘private investigation’. In his ‘private 
investigation’, Dr. Higgins was the sole investigator and arbiter. Dr. Higgins stated that he would 
determine if plagiarism occurred, and that MacEwan would move to terminate my employment at 
MacEwan if plagiarism occurred. Simply, Dr. Higgins controlled the extrajudicial process. 
According to Dr. Higgins, two students, not in my class, suggested that I may have plagiarized 
from Petrucci. The students provided no evidence whatsoever. Dr. Higgins did not investigate, he 
inquired with me directly. I informed Dr. Higgins that I have occasionally use the concept and 
sometimes the data from Petrucci when developing questions in  but I 
rewrite the question. Dr. Higgins required/demanded that I provide him with examples of 
questions I adapted from Petrucci, which he gave to Pearson Education, the publisher of Petrucci. 
Pearson Education is not an impartial reviewer: they publish the textbook used at MacEwan! 
Reviewing five chapters, Pearson Education identified 22 questions in  that 
they labelled as ‘identical’, ‘slightly reworked’, or ‘similar’ to questions in Petrucci. Dr. Higgins 
called all of these questions plagiarism and gave me three days to respond to the allegation.  
A review of the questions identified by Pearson Education showed that no questions were 
‘identical’ and that Pearson Education’s definition of ‘slightly reworked’ and ‘similar’ was 
uncertain. A review of eight other first-year chemistry textbooks uncovered numerous questions 
that would be equally ‘slightly reworked’ and ‘similar’. Simply, Pearson Education grossly 
exaggerated their allegation.  
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I submitted a response to Dr. Higgins and, around the same time, became aware of policy C5051. 
I inquired with Dr. Janet Paterson-Weir why C5051 was not being applied. Dr. Higgins 
immediately stopped his ‘private investigation’ and filed this complaint under C5051. His 
complaint is 7 of the 22 questions identified by Pearson Education. That Dr. Higgins only 
brought forward 7 of the 22 questions supports the contention that Pearson Education 
exaggerated the list of plagiarized questions. 
Furthermore, Dr. Higgins has a D.Phil. in history; his only known consultant with chemistry 
knowledge was Pearson Education. It does not appear that Pearson Education was consulted in 
the matrix Dr. Higgins developed or the application of the matrix. I submit that application of Dr. 
Higgins matrix to numerous questions extracted from other first-year chemistry texts (pages 5 – 7 
and Appendix B) would lead to the conclusion of plagiarism. Yet these textbooks have coexisted 
for decades. Dr. Higgins matrix fails to consider the rationale presented above and the established 
practices within the chemistry textbook community. 

Conclusion 
For every question identified by Dr. Higgins, I submit that I showed that  

• the ideas or words are not original to Petrucci 
• the knowledge is common knowledge 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the question presentation is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 

Furthermore, no first-year chemistry textbook cites the original source of information. My actions 
are consistent with the actions of other chemistry textbook authors, including Petrucci. 

It is clear from the evidence presented herein that I did not plagiarize from Petrucci. 

 
          Thank-you, 

 M.Sc., Ph.D. 
 
 
 

Please note that this document contains technical information and is best assessed by independent 
chemical educators. I ask that you involve independent chemistry educators to obtain their independent 
assessment of this document. 
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Appendix A 

First-year chemistry textbooks reviewed: 
• Bailar: “Chemistry” (3rd, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich)  
• Chang: “Chemistry” (7th, McGraw Hill) 
• Ebbing: “General Chemistry” (8th, Houghton Mifflin) 
• Gilbert: “Chemistry” (2nd, Norton) 
• Gillespie: “Chemistry” (2nd, Allyn and Bacon) 
• Jespersen: “Chemistry — the molecular nature of matter” (6th, Wiley) 
• Kotz: “Chemistry & chemical reactivity” (6th, Thomson) 
• Masterton: “Chemistry — principles and reactions” (5th, Thomson) 
• McQuarrie: “General Chemistry” (2nd, W. H. Freeman) 
• Moore: “Chemistry — the molecular science” (3rd, Thomson) 
• Olmsted: “Chemistry (Canadian Edition)” (1st, Wiley) 
• Oxtoby: “Principles of modern chemistry” (2nd, Saunders) 
• Oxtoby: “Chemistry — science of change” (4th, Thomson) 
• Silberberg: “Chemistry — the molecular nature of matter and change” (4th, McGraw Hill) 
• Silberberg: “Chemistry — the molecular nature of matter and change” (5th, McGraw Hill) 
• Tro: “Introductory chemistry” (3rd, Pearson) 
• Witten: “General chemistry with qualitative analysis” (3rd, Saunders) 
• Zumdahl: “Chemistry — an atoms first approach” (Brooks/Cole) 
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Appendix B: question 26 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

  
——————————————————————————— 

(Bailar) 

 

 
 
(Chang) 

 

 
 
(Gilbert) 

 
 

(Gillespie) 

 
 
(McQuarrie) 

 
 
(Moore) 
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(Oxtoby) 

 

 
 

(Silberberg) 

 

 
 
(Zumdahl) 

 
 

 
Discussion: Reviewing the  and Petrucci questions, they possibly could be 
written more differently. However, both are written in short, clear, and concise text. The concept 
being assessed here — the density of gases — is found in several surveyed texts. Both Oxtoby 
and Silberberg have specific questions on phosphorus. 

• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the presentation may be similar, but is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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Appendix B: question 36 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

  
——————————————————————————— 

 
(Bailar) 

 

 

 
 

(Chang) 

 
 
(Ebbing) 
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(Gilespie) 

 
 
(Jespersen) 

 

 
 
(Kotz) 

 

 

 
 

(McQuarrie) 

 
 
(Moore) 

 
 
(Olmsted) 

 
 
(Oxtoby) 
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(Zumdahl) 

 
 

(Tro) 

 
 

 
Discussion: The data from Petrucci was used and the question rewritten. Note that  

 reverses the chemical equation and asks for KP while Petrucci asks for Kc. Both are 
written in short, clear, and concise text.  

• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the presentation may be similar, but is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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Appendix B: question 42 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

   
——————————————————————————— 

 
(Bailar) 

 
 
(Chang) 

 

 
 

(Ebbing) 

 

 
 
(Gillespie) 
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(Jespersen) 

 
 
(Kotz) 

 

 

 
 
(Masterton) 

 
 

(McQuarrie) 

 
 
(Moore) 

 

 
 
(Oxtoby) 

 
 
(Tro) 
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(Whitten) 

 

 
 

 
 
Discussion: Some of the data from Petrucci was used and the question rewritten. Note that 

 gives KP while Petrucci gives Kc. Both are written in short, clear, and 
concise text.  

• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the presentation is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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(Zumdahl) 

 

(Silberberg) 

 

 
 

Discussion 
It is interesting that I could not find the formamide equilibrium in another first-year textbook. In a 
quick search for thermodynamic data to verify the equilibrium constant, I discovered that 
formamide is not well studied and I cannot confirm the equilibrium constant.  
NOTE: in reviewing some of the equilibrium questions in Petrucci, I have discovered a few where 
equilibrium constants were modified to change the type of problem. If this is the case here, then 
that explains why other textbooks do not have this reaction in their equilibrium chapter. 
 
The concept of determining the final pressure and determining the equilibrium composition is 
common and found in the majority of texts. Note that  uses different data 
and gives KP while Petrucci gives Kc. Both are written in short, clear, and concise text.  

• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the presentation is neither similar nor uniquely creative to Petrucci 

In Feist v. Rural, Feist included fictitious phone numbers in their phone book. When Rural also 
listed these phone numbers in their phone book, Feist used this as evidence the data originated 
with Feist. Since data — phone book data, chemical equations, and equilibrium constants — are 
not copyrightable, it is irrelevant whether the data is real or fictitious. However, it is unfortunate 
that fictitious data is used in real-world examples. 
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Appendix B: question 46 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

   
——————————————————————————— 

http://www2.truman.edu/~blamp/chem120/pdf/2008%20fall%20quiz%209.pdf 

 
 
http://genchem1.chem.okstate.edu/APPrepSessions/APElectroChem1515ExAns  

 
 
http://www.chem.ucsb.edu/~genchem/Chem1BW02/Practice/Exam 2 review.pdf 
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http://www.uiowa.edu/~c004171/test2.pdf 

 
 
 
Discussion: While no examples of this equilibrium system were found in the surveyed first-year 
texts, this equilibrium is a common electrochemistry problem as illustrated by the problems 
above. The  question was rewritten and different data used. 

• the concept of determining equilibrium compositions is common to multiple texts 
• the concept of determining equilibrium compositions is not original to Petrucci 
• the numerical data is different 
• the same chemical equations are used in other textbooks 
• the presentation is neither similar nor uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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Appendix B: question 48 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

  
——————————————————————————— 

 
(Chang) 
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(Ebbing) 

 
  

 
 
(Kotz) 

 

 
 

(McQuarrie) 

 
 
(Moore) 

 

 

 
 
(Whitten) 
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(Zumdahl) 

 

 
 

 
 
Discussion: Again, determining the equilibrium composition is a common problem. Some of the 
data from Petrucci was used, but the question rewritten. The  question 
reverses the chemical equation and is actually more challenging that the Petrucci question in that 
it doesn’t give the equilibrium constant. 

• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• while the diagram has some degree of creativity, other texts have similar diagrams. The text 

itself is not uniquely creative to Petrucci 
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Appendix B: question 93 

    General Chemistry (Petrucci) 

  
——————————————————————————— 

 
(Chang) 

 
 
(Kotz) 

 
 
(Ebbing) 

 

 
 
(Masterton) 

 
 
(McQuarrie) 
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(Oxtoby) 

 

 

 

(Zumdahl) 

 
 

 
 
Discussion: Determining the composition of a substance is a common problem and the context 
employed here is also common. Different data was used and the question rewritten. The 

 question removes unnecessary data to reduce confusion of the student. 
• the concept is common to multiple texts 
• the concept is not original to Petrucci 
• the same chemical equations and similar numerical data are used in multiple textbooks 
• the presentation is neither similar nor uniquely creative to Petrucci 

 
 




